Melex golf cart models

Melex is an electric vehicle produced by a company of the same name in Mielec , Poland. It has
been in production since The car, having full necessary equipment such as headlamps and
seatbelts , is very quiet and does not pollute the environment, so it is usually used in places
where standard cars are not allowed. It is also smaller but slower than them. Depending on
jurisdiction, some versions may require a driver's license to operate because of their size. At
first, the cars were used as golf carts , but now there are many versions that include:. Typical
uses include quiet places, such as parks , zoological gardens, cemeteries or in factories ,
mostly to transport people or cargo over short distances, where speed or noise is undesirable
or not allowed. The standard and most common Melex has no doors and can carry up to two
people a driver and a passenger. It is equipped with a battery and rectifier for recharging. Back
in , Polish-born engineer Stan Siedlecki, an engineer working in the U. After learning that the
electric motors he originally selected would be subject to a lengthy delivery delay, Siedlecki
needed another option. Luckily, he found a distributor who could supply a Polish motor
produced by a company named Celma, which was located in Cieszyn, Poland. Arriving back in
the U. It could also power a golf cart. In a fortunate turn of events, it also happened that Celma
was interested in selling their electric motors in the U. To move forward with his idea, Siedlecki
needed a manufacturer for the golf cart body. Siedlecki was aware of a factory in his hometown
of Mielec, Poland that could produce the cart. This factory was a part of his personal heritage.
His stepfather, Adam Krysiewicz, built the original plant in Mielec. Armed with his idea and a
commitment to making the business a reality, Siedlecki began reaching out to potential
investors. Despite several initial funding setbacks, by mid-July of , he had secured a signed
contract for 25, carts to be produced over a 4-year period. As a result of his efforts, the Lelex
was produced in Poland, then shipped and sold in the U. Just 10 carts shipped on that first
order in December of Not only is he responsible for the original idea to produce the cart in
Poland, his efforts also secured the investors and contractual agreements needed to produce
the carts and ship them to the U. The idea for the name Melex came to Siedlecki in July of while
touring the WSK-Mielec factory in Poland as part of a celebration marking the end of contract
negotiations related to the production of the Melex. With that thought in mind, Siedlecki had the
foresight to recognize that using phonetic pronunciation was the only way Americans would be
able to pronounce Mielec. Siedlecki is responsible for creating the logo. He created a
handwritten drawing on the same napkin he used to write the name Melex. This drawing would
become the logo for the cart. With contracts secured, production was undertaken quickly. By
the fall of , a contract was in force and production began. While only a few carts were available
for sale in , during the years which followed sales of the Melex grew quickly. In December of ,
the company initially exported 10 carts to the U. In , exports to the U. In , demand grew
substantially yet again. This time resulting in the sale of 3, carts. Demand continued to grow at a
rapid pace. In , sales doubled over the previous year, resulting in the sale of 6, carts. By the
mids, the Melex had broken into the U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is
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what year is my melex? Welcome to BGW and the world of the Melex. I am not quite sure on
how do decode the tags. I haven't found any info on how to break them down. Now someone
may be able to get on here and tell you exactly. I hope they do for both of us as far as things to
look for, it's going to depend on if it's a resistor cart of a controller cart. I have had to build most
of the stuff for my cart. If you want a lift you will have to build that one. I left mine stock height
for the look I was after but a lift isn't that hard. You are only limited by the imagination!!! So post
up some pics and let the fun begin!!!! Again welcome and enjoy the new cart! Kaczmarczyk
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that the latter and had a seat brake that would activate when you got off the cart. These had the
brake drum mounted on the motor until serial number The all metal body and models came out
in and were made up until The being three wheel and the a four wheel. The model was the first
Melex cart with a plastic body. These were introduced in and the early ones had just plastic rear
fenders and dash. Melex is known for being the first golf cart manufacturer to use a modern
solid state motor speed controller which they introduced to their line in Some model s and s
had them and all model s came with electronic speed control. The all plastic model E came out
in Note the white cart above. The "E" being for electric. This was followed by the gasoline model
G in It came with a 16 cubic inch engine. The engines were painted black. Between and they
started using the Dana differentials. Some cars came with them and some didnt. By all the carts
had Dana differentials. In they introduced the 18 cubic inch engine which was painted red. In the
models E and G were introduced. These carts were assembled in the US with US bodies and
electrics, etc. The frames and suspension were shipped from Poland. These cart bodies were all
plastic as well. Information supplied by Andy Kielawa who was with Melex for a great number of
years and now is with the Fore-Par Group. Additional information provided by Izabela Zelazko of
the Melex factory in Poland where they still make a wide range of carts. Check out their website
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three golf cart manufacturers remain the most popular and successful on the market, there are
still many producers who create great carts. And while their carts are not as popular in America
as they were in the s and 80s, they still have a presence here. Therefore, it is important to know
how to age these golf carts to figure out when they were manufactured and their value. You can
find these carts throughout many American markets, particularly in the used and aftermarket
fields. Melex started producing golf carts in Mielec, Poland, in and pushed in the US market in
the middle of the next year. They were mostly an EZGO clone early in their existence, creating
carts that looked and drove exactly like those models in those concurrent years. However, they
started to expand their production and create different styles as the years passed and their
success grew. These options were upgraded at various types throughout the years, including
adding a seat brake and metal bodies onto later models. Eventually, they also started producing
electrical options and, like most golf cart manufacturers, moved to producing only four-wheel
models for the market. Eventually, all-plastic models came out in the s, as did those with larger
cubic-inch engines, those with Dana differentials, and much more. And while they never
achieved the widespread popularity that Yamaha , EZGO, and other carts have throughout
America, they do maintain a presence. They are often heralded for their inexpensive, but sturdy,
designs and their no-frills interiors. That said, most buyers are likely to find used models
throughout America because these are the most common. We collected as many of these tips
as we could to make it easier for you and others to find out the age of their cart without any
difficulty. As a result, trying to figure out the precise age of your golf cart is going to create a
major challenge that may seem impossible to overcome. By following these steps, you should
have no difficulty figuring out how old your cart is, at least generally. Though you may not be
able to find the exact year, you can get a good estimate of when it was manufactured. This
company is still in production and is very reliable when answering queries about their carts.
This option is a wise choice if you want to talk to somebody directly and get an answer right
away. However, you can also e-mail them at board melex. You can also e-mail at handel melex.
They are usually quite good about getting back with people in a day or even a few hours after
sending. Between these individual segments of the company, you should be able to find
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Forum Leaders. Thread Tools. I have a melex golf cart model dont know the year. This is a 36v
electric cart, which runs on six 6v batteries. It was running just fine and about two days ago it
stopped on me. It hasn't moved since, I am not experienced in the repair of golf carts. So I have
turned to this forum in hopes that one of the experts would advise me on the steps to take to
troubleshoot it. There is one thing that who ever might read this should know. The cart has two
solnoids on it. A main one in the front center and a second one hook up in the back passenger
side of the cart. And the two smaller poles, one is hook up two the forwrd switch by the pedal
and the other has a by pass wire to thr larger pole on that side. The reason I feel this is
important to know is because from I been told the cart has been modified. Maybe someone
could give me the skinny on that "is it or isn't it. If anyone has any kind of wiring diagrams on
this cart, I would be thankfull if someone would share them with me. There is one other thing
that I have discovered in looking at the cart, is that two of the post on motor are loose. It has to
post in the frony of the motor, side by side and the two in the back in a line are the ones loose.
Is this a problem and if so can they be fixed and how? If anyone could be so kind to respond to
this or any part of this request for help I would very greatful. And for those who take there time
to read this I thank you for your time. My email address is on the bottom, if you would like to
respond that way as well. Regards, Infoneeded Email-magicsbest yahoo. Melex Golf Cart. I don't
know anything about golf carts but I think I can help. I don't know how basic I need to go here.
Remove them first. Dirty battery connectors can get warm enough to melt the battery post or
wiring. Do the solenoids "click" when they should? The solenoids act like switches to handle
the heavier current for the motor. If they click correctly then you probably have battery voltage
failing to come through the solenoids. If they don't "click" then the problem should be in the
control wires or switches for that solenoid. Do you have or have a friend with a voltmeter? First,
your batteries will all be in series. That is positive of one connected to the negative of the next
and so on. The voltages all add together to make your 36 volts 6 batteries times 6 volts each.
Check for voltage from the negative of the first to the positive of the last one in the string while
pressing go. It should read about 36 volts and drop somewhat under load but it doesn't sound
like it is getting any load from the motor. If it doesn't read about 36 volts then you may have a
bad cell or more likely a bad batt connection or cable. Each cell should read about 6 volts.
Remove and clean the connectors if there is any large voltage reading drop. The solenoid that
has both motor wires going to it is for reversing the polarity of the motor for forward and
reverse. The other solenoid should be the "go" switch. Leave the negative lead of your meter
connected to the battery and move the other probe following the path of wiring. You may find
the voltage doesn't come through one of the solenoids. Good Luck. Tell us what fixed it. I forgot
to mention the motor. If you read 36 volts across the motor then the problem is the motor. The
loose posts don't sound good. If you determine that the voltage across the motor is good then
you may only have bad motor brushes. If you determine this we will go farther on checking the

motor. Pilot Dane. Received Votes on Posts. If you can not find your answers here. It is a forum
just for golf carts. Sometimes the replies can take a few days but the advice has been excellent.
View Public Profile. Find all posts by Pilot Dane. Melex I have a melex and would be happy to
help if you need it. Try the web site buggiesgonwild. I am sure you can fine wiring diagrams etc.
It is also helpful if you can post pictures of the wiring you have so people can see what is
happening. I just replaced my 36 volt solenoid and I only have one solenoid. Are you sure it is a
solenoid and not just a relay. I have several posts there but I am very low on the totem pole as
far as the people that use that site. Find all posts by bborad. Steering assembly for Melix I need
the complete steering assembly for my Melix Just from the steering wheel down. I don't need
the steering wheel or any front end parts. If you have one you can sell, please contact me at
gary. Last edited by TomCarlisle; at PM. Find all posts by TomCarlisle. I have a melex gof cart
85' or 86'. I bought all new batteries for it. I forgot how to hook them up the correct way. If
anyone can help it would be greatly appericated. Find all posts by twink Robotix Toy from the
80s - Motor Repair. This is probably a weird one. There was a toy made back in the 80's by
Milton B Is It Broken My digital manual-range multimeter is several years old. I used it frequently
to Power a 12V dc starter motor for 15 to 20 minutes? I'm building an experimental contraption
that requires an automotive 12 volt DC I am having problems with my clubcar golf cart motor.
The battery is not staying Aquastat n
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ot sending power to circulating pump. Open Neutral on one circuit. Large shop, moisture
problem, in need of a reasonable solution. Whole house generator, general questions. DIY
install. Over Door Mirror. Condensation on recessed lights. Smoke Detector circuit permanently
on. John Deere Turned over but will not start, backfires. New 3. TPJarrell on Apr 11, I bought a
gocart for my 5yr old son and it arrived yesterday. I had my father do the required assembly and
here are the problems: The go cart will not start. It has an electric and a manual pull start. With
the electric start, the solonoid box only clicks and the engine does not even attempt to start.
With the manual pull start, the spark plus wire has no spark. There is fuel in the fuel bubble on
the fuel line What could we be missing? My son comes home from his dads in a couple of days
this is what I got him for his birthday Ask a Question. Question Title:. Your question will be
posted in:. Almost There! New User? Back to question.

